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"As a doctor the number one question I get from patients when they are faced with a scary

choice in medicine today, 'Doc, what would you do?' This is the story of what happened when

my 71 year old mother was dying of cancer. Tim Ferriss saved her life. This story will save

yours," Annette Bosworth, MD.In ANYWAY YOU CAN, Dr Bosworth shares her ‘accidental’

discovery of ketosis and its wide array of health benefits as she supplemented her mom’s

chemotherapy with ketones. Her story of courage, faith, and tenacity helps young and old

achieve better physical, mental, and emotional health through ketosis. Dr Bosworth inspires

patients to become stewards of their own health through her leadership skills, public speaking

and “sticky teachable moments.” When patients ask how to turn around their chronic health

problem, she answers “Fight it ANYWAY YOU CAN. Ketones for Life.”

This is a must-read for all who are overweight or have other chronic diseases.Dr. Bosworth is

amazing! She makes this easy! If you are overweight or struggling with other chronic disease,

you must read this book! "Anyway You Can" is not only a great story of heartbreak and triumph

in dealing with her mothers cancer but a road map of how to successfully convert your body

into a ketone burnng machine. Following her simple guides in the book and her pocket guide

found @ www.MeToneLife.com, I lost over 16% of my body weight ( 52 pounds!) in just over 2

months! I also bought my parents this book and they started the keto lifestyle as well. They are

in their late 70's/early 80's and both diabetic and facing increased medications...mom just had

her 4th medication added and dad was on insulin for several years. Now at 6 weeks in, they are

no longer dependent on medications to manage their blood sugar or high blood pressure.

Thanks Dr. Bosworth!Facts, background and motivationI met Dr. Bosworth when we were both

clinical faculty at USD Sanford School of Medicine and have been impressed by her passion to

dig deeper into research and clinical reasoning to help her patients. Now she's drawing from

that energy as an author, to produce a book with tremendous potential to help a wider circle of

people than she could as a clinician. There are already plenty of sources about eating keto and

how to get started; but Anyway You Can provides very helpful contextual information, including

common glitches and side-effects for people adjusting to the keto lifestyle and how these can

be managed. There's also a wealth of background information on demonstrated and suggested

health benefits of ketogenic diet and intermittent fasting that reach well beyond weight loss.

This is also a very personal book, as Dr. Bosworth interweaves health facts and commentary

with the story of her mom's cancer battle that fueled her own experiments with "ketones for

life." Some readers might see the personal chapters as a digression from getting their

questions about ketones answered right away; but for me the personal stories are very

inspiring and motivating. After all, going keto is a big behavioral change for most people; and

there's always an emotional component to getting motivated for a major behavior change.

Anyway You Can delivers a total package of motivation, background, and the facts you need to

consider, get started, and stay inspired as you use ketones as a fuel source for your body and

brain.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorBased in Sioux Falls, South

Dakota, Annette Bosworth, MD is an Internal Medicine physician with over two decades of

experience helping patients overcome long-term, chronic conditions through lifestyle

adjustment, preventive medicine, and other therapeutic paths. She's been mentioned in media

outlets ranging from CNN, Time, US News & World Report, to Fox News. Dr. Bosworth



authored the book titled ANYWAY YOU CAN. She shares the medical and emotional struggles

of her mom's struggle with cancer. This book is a must-read for patients suffering from brain-

slowing, chronic diseases. She engages the reader in the first chapter and before you know it,

360 pages have turned. In addition to medicine, she loves speaking at town halls, jails,

churches and universities. Her recent debut into YouTube blessed her with over 190,000

subscribers to her channel, Dr. Boz. Find dozens of her videos that educate and inspire. From

politics to mission work, Dr. Boz lets her faith lead to the next chapter of life-always looking for

teachable moments. Along with her husband, she savors the adventure of raising three

energetic, fast-growing sons through debate, wrestling, music, and theater. She fights for the

underdog and encourages patients with chronic health problems to Fight it ANYWAY YOU

CAN. Ketones for Life. Dr Bosworth's dedication extends beyond her time commitment to

patients during and after hours. She leads medical mission trips to Haiti. As a farmer's

daughter from South Dakota, she uses her small-town-values to connect to her community in

everything she does. Dr. Bosworth is a powerful teacher and public speaker who consistently

reaches out to the community through seminars, radio shows, and lectures. She is recognized

as an expert in nutrition, exercise, and mental conditioning programs. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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KenBar, “Don't give up.. I am 72. a certified porker.. and had given up hope. Real brief review. I

have tried them all. All succeeded. Some more than others.I have 4-5 books in my Audible

collection on weight loss. I have read the first 2 chapters in all of them.. then quit.I read

( listened ) to this Dr Boz book and did not stop till the end.This encouraged me from trying to

get the pounds off to UNDERSTANDING why the pounds went on.Once you understand... and

see why you failed... it is easy to correct.I bought 2 hard copies in addition to the Audible. A

friend had given up hope for his son who was morbidly obese.I seldom make assurances. I



told my friend .. this would work. ALL MY FAILURES in the past were explained.It was NOT my

fault. I just did not have the knowledge. My doctor had lied.His nurse practitioner closed the

door, told me she would lose her job for telling me if found out... and pointed meto the direction

of a Keto lifestyle. I searched the internet.. found Dr. Boz. Liked her voice and enthusiasm..

and therest is history. Don't give up... try it one more time. Give this a shot. It holds a lot of

unanswered questions.Hope this helps.Cheers

Ken************************************************************************EDIT July 24 2019....

STILL GOING STRONG!.Of course I fell off the wagon a couple times .. but so so so easy to

get right back on and so easy.The secret to success.. and it is free... is to daily watch a

YouTube of Dr Boz.Faith comes by hearing... not having heard.The secret it to keep a little

reinforcement going in every day.My VA weight coach is still scratching her head ( I am a 3 tour

Vietnam Vet ). I am not saying I am making a believer out of her.. however.. I am sure making

her eyebrow hike up a few inches.”

Douglas R Gwinn, “Change your life, read this book!. I am a Board Certified family physician,

retiring August, 2018.I had heard of the ketogenic diet and like many other diets thought it to

be a fad or cult and as ridiculous as all the other ones out there. This is what happened.My

priest (not my patient, but a very good friend) was diagnosed with diabetes this summer, A1c

9.5, FBS 250 range, and was not much helped by his doc, and was NOT sent to a dietician as

is common practice. He did research and went on the ketogenic diet and normalized his blood

sugars. When he was telling me about this, I was highly skeptical-maybe scoffing even, but I

couldn’t argue with the numbers. I am ultimately a pragmatist at heart.I asked him for some of

his resources and he gave me several ideas including Dr. Bosworth, and I got interested, and

started watching and reading everything I could get my hands on. I got the Kindle version of

her book and read it in 2 days, and have given away multiple more as Christmas gifts. A great

read, very interesting, not too technical for the layman, and the chemistry and physiology-the

why and how it works are explained thoroughly, and it is very motivating. The only diet I ever

heard about that actually makes medical sense.I decided to try the diet since on my early

August physical I was technically pre-diabetic for the first time with an A1c of 5.7. I was peeing

ketones on my third day of the diet and am now in my 7th week.I have lost 32#, waist down 3

inches, on 1/2 of two bp meds instead of three full ones, stopped my statin, on 1/2 of my

antidepressant (on for 28 yrs) and tapering, sleep great, tons of energy, mind clear, can now

back up my car without the back up camera, don’t get stiff sitting around, wear and tear

arthritis pains markedly diminished, and swim 50 laps (13 football fields) 5-6 days a week, and

at 66 I don’t think I have ever felt this good.I now blame Dr. Boz for turning me into a medical

heretic, and a keto fanatic, and am very glad I am retired as I would never be able to practice

and give advice like I gave before!.So... be careful what you read! This book COULD change

your life-like it did mine.Doug Gwinn, MD.  kewldoc@mac.com”

Schelling, “This is a must read for all who are overweight or have other chronic diseases.. Dr.

Bosworth is amazing! She makes this easy! If you are overweight or struggling with other

chronic disease, you must read this book! "Anyway You Can" is not only a great story of

heartbreak and triumph in dealing with her mothers cancer but a road map of how to

successfully convert your body into a ketone burnng machine. Following her simple guides in

the book and her pocket guide found @ www.MeToneLife.com, I lost over 16% of my body

weight ( 52 pounds!) in just over 2 months! I also bought my parents this book and they

started the keto lifestyle as well. They are in their late 70's/early 80's and both diabetic and



facing increased medications...mom just had her 4th medication added and dad was on insulin

for several years. Now at 6 weeks in, they are no longer dependent on medications to manage

their blood sugar or high blood pressure.  Thanks Dr. Bosworth!”

William F., “I’m still Alive. This book is wonderful! This is my third book on Keto, but the easiest

to read and understand. I am using this plan as part of my natural cancer regiment. I was told

my cancer was to far gone for treatment and the doctor gave me a maximum of 9 months to

live. I’ve outlived my final expiration date by 15 months now and feel healthier than I have in

the past several years.”

IPR, “Well-written and accessible.. I just started on a keto diet for health--I am not overweight. I

was interested in this book because the author kept coming up in my videos on Youtube and I

thought she seemed both knowledgeable and accessible. Generally speaking, she seemed a

nice person with a genuine interest in helping. That's not so common.The book reflects her

personality and is well-written but could use an editor! :) Funnily enough, I am an editor, ha, so

it's not surprising I see lots of errors that a simple light edit would have eradicated. However,

these don't detract from the book at all; it isn't as if they interfere with the messages in the

book. I also especially loved hearing her personal story of her relative with cancer. This makes

it very much more than a keto diet book. Although it's anecdotal, it does speak up for the diet

and that making keto a way of life can be transformative. I was cheering all the way

through.The sole reason I deducted a single star was because the illustrations were too tiny to

read. There is no way to see any of these so a good chunk of the book was lost to me. That

was a shame as I'd like to have seen many of them--the topics were interesting and these

would add to the copy.The author probably did not realise that we cannot make the graphics

larger. I suppose on a smartphone it may be possible, but even then I am unsure because the

Kindle Cloud Reader probably doesn't allow for that. In any event, I only use a laptop and there

was no way to view them; if I made the page larger, the graphics simply pixellated.A very good

book, though, and I only wish the author had run it by an editor!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic Book. This is one of the most passionate writes I have ever

encountered. So informative and helpful. I am now on a Keto diet and am hopeful my health

will improve. I live in England and am from Austria. Please, please get this book translated

into other languages. Please read this book, it will inform you, move and most of all help you.

Hope to see more books by this Author. Outstanding and Thank you.”

Jano, “Inspiring book. Everyone needs to Read this book. Not only does Dr. Bosworth explain

Ketosis in a way that is understandable to the uninitiated but also invites you on a very

personal journey with her Mothers fight with cancer. The tale is both heart wrenching and

amazing. I have only just started on my Keto lifestyle and am going through awful “flu

symptoms “ though this superbly written book has convinced me to carry on regardless and

also explained why I am experiencing what I am and how to deal with it. I look forward to a

second book!”

Joan, “Obesity, etc., There is an answer: there is a solution for I'll health.. This thoroughly

researched AND proven content is a very interesting read on one level. And there is

missionary zeal in what Dr. Bosworth teaches in this revolutionary and refreshing information

concerning the Western Diet. Why isn't Ketogenesis taught by our medical profession? -

Because is offers zilch from pharmaceutical companies in the way of research and funding,



there being no incentive in looking at ways to teach us how to improve our health without

needing their drugs. Read this book and change your life!”

Mrs Reynolds, “WOWZA - A GAME CHANGER READ!!! Every Person MUST Own This Book!.

I cannot say enough about Dr Annette Bosworth. Dr Boz has the most genuine, sincere &

completely understandable approach in explaining the complex in a story like fashion plus the

keto science behind it. The story of her Mum's journey with cancer and Keto makes it tangible

& real. If Grandma Rose can do it, I can! I've been underlining in highlighter pen all the

fascinating good bits and now 3/4 of my copy is in colour! Says it all.I have sent the link to

scores of friends, family & acquaintances (especially those who have just been diagnosed with

cancer.).I only wish I had known about Keto 30 years ago so I didn't suffer with dieting and

creating an insulin resistant body. Her YouTube videos are an essential add on to this book

and the Keto diet. You feel like Dr Boz is your very own caring doctor friend who genuinely

wants to fix your messed up and inflamed body. I feel so healthy and it has only been 1.5

months. Without her book and resources, I would still be making mistakes.I would buy this

book a HUNDRED times over and I imagine my family will all be getting a copy for Christmas!

Bless you Dr Boz!”

The book by Annette Bosworth M.D. has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 3,015 people have provided

feedback.
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